Machine transliteration has received significant research attention in recent years. In most cases, the source language has been English and the target language is an Asian language. This paper focuses on Hindi to English machine transliteration of Indian named entities such as proper nouns, place names and organization names using conditional random fields (CRF). Hindi is the national language of the India and spoken by more than 500 millions Indian. Hindi is the world"s fourth most commonly used language after Chinese, English and Spanish. This system takes Indian place name as an input in Hindi language using Devanagari script and transliterates it into English. The input to the system is provided in the form of syllabification in order to apply the n-gram techniques. As more than 50% named entities are formed as a combination of two and three syllabic units, the ngram approach with unigrams, bigrams and trigrams of Hindi are used to train the corpus. The system provides the satisfactory performance for trigrams as compared to unigrams and bigrams.
INTRODUCTION
It is challenging to translate names and technical terms occurring in the user input across languages with different alphabets and sound inventories. One of the most frequent problems translators must deal with is translating proper names and technical terms in the user input. These items are commonly transliterated, i.e., replaced with approximate phonetic equivalents. For example, a place name "कं चनपु र" in Devanagari language is transliterated as "Kanchanpur" in English. Translating such items from English back to Devanagari language is even more challenging, and of practical interest, as transliterated items make up the bulk of text phrases not found in bilingual dictionaries.
The major challenge is the transliteration of out of vocabulary (OOV) words appearing in the user input. The major portion of user input consists of named entities, numbers, acronyms and technical terms. These words can be the most important words in the user input. These words need to be transcribed into the document language when the query and document languages do not share a common alphabet. The practice of transcribing a word or text written in one language into another language is called transliteration. Transliteration is the conversion of a word from one language to another without losing its phonological characteristics [1] . Phonetic translation across these pairs is called transliteration.
Transliteration is the conversion of a given name in the source language (a text string in the source writing system or orthography) to a name in the target language (another text string in the target writing system or orthography), such that the target language name is:
 phonemically equivalent to the source name  conforms to the phonology of the target language and  matches the user intuition of the equivalent of the source language name in the target language [2] . It is the practice of transcribing a word or text written in one writing system into another writing system. Machine transliteration is usually used to support the machine translation (MT) and cross-language information retrieval (CLIR) to convert the named entities. The direct transliteration of Hindi to English is quite difficult due to the following factors:

Hindi uses the Devanagari script whereas English uses the Roman script  The Hindi alphabet contains 52 characters whereas the English alphabet contains only 26 characters.
There is no concept of capitalization of leading characters of names in Indian languages unlike English and other European languages which plays an important role in identifying named entities (NEs).  Hindi has highly phonetic characteristics whereas English is not a phonetic language.  In English proper names are not used as person names whereas in Hindi most of the person names are being used as common names.  In India place names are frequently homographic with common words or with person names, presence of a number of exonyms (foreign language equivalences), endonyms (local variants) and historical variants for many place names.  A source language word can have more than one valid transliteration in target language. For example, for the Hindi named entity below four different transliterations are possible:
लक्ष्मणराव -Lakshmanrāv, Laxmanrāv, Lakshmanrāo and Laxmanrāo  Unavailability of resources such as the parts of speech tagger (POS) and a good morphological analyzer for Indian Languages (ILs). Name lists are found in webs which are in English but no such lists for Indian Languages can be found in Unicode.  Hindi language is highly inflectional [3] . From a linguistic point of view there are many issues such as orthographic variations, ambiguous spelling, lexical ambiguity, morphological variations, affixation, root and pattern, tokenization, translation divergences conflation, The grapheme-based and phoneme-based models are used for the machine transliteration. The grapheme based model treats transliteration as an orthographic process and tries to map the source language graphemes directly to the target language graphemes. Conceptually, it is a direct orthographical mapping from source graphemes to target graphemes [4] . Phoneme-based model considers transliteration as a phonetic process. One of the early works on transliteration is done by Arababi in 1994 by combining neural net and expert systems [5] . Knight and Graehl developed a five stage statistical model to do back transliteration, that is, recover the original English name from its transliteration into Japanese Katakana in 1997 [6] . Stalls and Knight adapted this approach for back transliteration from Arabic to English of English names in 1998 [7] . Al-Onaizan and Knight have produced a simpler Arabic-English transliterator and evaluated how well their system can match a source spelling in 2002. Their work includes an evaluation of the transliterations in terms of their reasonableness according to human judges [8] . Work in the field of Indian Language CLIR was done by Jaleel and Larkey in 2003 which was based on their work in English-Arabic transliteration for CLIR [9] . Their approach was based on Hidden Markov Model using GIZA++. Phoneme-based models, based on weighted finite state transducers [10] and Markov window [11] considers transliteration as a phonetic process. In 2003 the team of National Centre for Software Technology, Mumbai has given a unified table driven approach for conversion between phonemic code and Unicode [12] . OM transliteration scheme provides a script representation which is common for all Indian languages [13] . In 2006, Punjabi machine transliteration for Punjabi language from Shahmukhi to Gurmukhi used the set of transliteration rules [14] . Sproat [15] [16] [17] presented a formal computational analysis of Brahmi scripts. Kopytonenko [18] also focused on computational models that perform grapheme-to-phoneme conversion. Ganesh, Harsha, Pingali and Verma have developed a statistical transliteration technique that is language independent. They selected a statistical model for transliteration which is based on Hidden Markov Model (HMM) alignment and Conditional Random Fields (CRF) [19] . Sujan Kumar Saha, Partha Sarathi Ghosh, Sudeshna Sarkar, and Pabitra Mitra [20] have proposed a two-phase transliteration methodology in 2008. The transliteration module uses an intermediate alphabet, which is designed by preserving the phonetic properties. Ekbal, Naskar and Bandyopadhyay (2007-2010) made significant attempt to develop transliteration systems for Indian languages to English and especially for Bengali-English transliteration [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . Manoj K. Chinnakotla, Om P. Damani, and Avijit Satoskar have developed a reasonable transliteration system for resource scared languages by judiciously applying statistical techniques to monolingual resources in conjunction with manually created bilingual rule bases in 2010. The statistical technique is the Character Sequence Modeling (CSM), called Language Modeling. They have proved that if the word origin is used for the transliteration, then the system performs better than statistical methods [29] . Jong-Hoon Oh approach is based on two transliteration models. They used three different machine learning algorithms CRF, MIRA and MEM for building multiple machine transliteration engines [30] . Our work is related to the machine transliteration of Hindi to English using CRF. A Hindi-English language is less studied and can be better investigated using CRF. For doing this, we have used n-gram as a feature over the syllabified Hindi input to obtain the transliteration in English.
CRF
A CRF is a form of undirected graphical model that defines a single log-linear distribution over label sequences given a particular observation sequence. CRF model defines a conditional probability P(Y|X) over label sequences given a particular observation sequence X, rather than a joint distribution over both label and observation sequences. Formally, we define G = (V, E) to be an undirected graph such that there is a node v є V corresponding to each of the random variables representing an element Y v of Y. If each random variable Y v obeys the Markov property with respect to G, then (Y, X) is a conditional random field. In machine transliteration CRF can be used to generate the target language word from a source language word. CRF is defined as conditional probability distributions P(Y |X) of target language words given source language words. The probability of a particular target language word Y given source language word X is the normalized product of potential functions each of the form 
TRANSLITERATION SYSTEM
The overall logical flow of Hindi to English machine transliteration system is depicted in figure 1 and 2 . 
ANALYSIS OF NAMED ENTITY FORMATION IN HINDI
Hindi is written using Devanagari script, and the minimum syllabic unit of Devanagari is called as akshara. For example, the named entity "सचचन" -स + चच + न (Sachin) has three aksharas स, चच and न respectively. It has been observed that in Hindi language the minimum length of the named entity is 1 akshara (formed using 1 syllabic unit) and maximum length is 8 aksharas. There are very few named entities consisting one syllable. From the number of aksharas in the named entities, 8 categories are made. One akshara is considered equivalent to one phonetic unit in the Devanagari word. It is found that nearly 50% named entities used in India are compound of two or more individual named entities. For example, the named entity चवजयराघवगढ़ (Vijayrāghavgarh -a place name) is formed using three named entities चवजय (Vijay), राघव (Rāghav) and गढ़ (garh) respectively. For the one akshara, two aksharas and three aksharas named entities, transliteration is quite simple. As the length of named entity increases, the segmentation becomes important to find out the number of words used to form the named entity in order to separate the rhythms within it and in turn number of phonetic units in each rhythm. Following is the analysis based on the number of aksharas in the Hindi and Marathi named entities.
Most of the four aksharas named entities (denoted by NEs) are formed with the combination of two different words. Table 1 shows the possible combinations of phonetic segments from pronunciation point of view. In four aksharas word, if it is made up of any above combination, finding the boundaries of these combinations is important from transliteration point of view. It confirms that there are always minimum two segments in the four syllables word. 
The five aksharas named entities are formed with the combination of two different words. Table 2 shows the possible combinations of phonetic segments from pronunciation point of view. In five aksharas word, if it is made up of any above combination, finding the break point whether it occurs at second or third syllable is important. It confirms that the five aksharas named entity always consists of minimum two segments. 
The six aksharas named entities are formed with the combination of two or three different words. Table 3 shows the possible combinations of phonetic segments from pronunciation point of view. In six aksharas word, if it is made up of any above combination, finding the break point whether it occurs at second, third, fourth or fifth syllable is important. It confirms that the six aksharas named entity always consists of minimum two segments. 
Most of the seven aksharas words are formed with the combination of two or three. In seven aksharas words, there can be two or three segments. As there are two or segments in the word finding the boundaries of these words is difficult task. It confirms that there are always two or more rhythms in the seven aksharas word. Table 4 shows the possible combinations of phonetic segments from pronunciation point of view. Most of the eight aksharas words are formed with the combination of two or three words. In eight aksharas words, as there are two segments in the word, there has to be two or three rhythmic units. Table 5 shows the possible combinations of phonetic segments from pronunciation point of view. This analysis is useful to find out the number of segments and int turn number syllabic units commonly appear in the multi word named entities. This statistic clearly shows that the size of the n-gram in Hindi named entities is either two or three in most of the cases. 
SYLLABIFICATION
Syllabification is the process of dividing named entity written in Devanagari script into fundamental units called aksharas or syllabic unit. In our case study the one akshara in Devanagari it taken as one syllabic unit in English. It is needed to obtain syllabic unit alignment of source language named entity to target language named entity. This syllabification is useful to retain the phonemic features of the source language Hindi into transliterated form of English. It is also useful to train the input data according to the n-grams of the source language. It is to be noted that the length of the transliterated n-gram from Hindi to English will always differ. The syllabication of source language Hindi and its equivalent into target language English is depicted in table 6. 
IMPLEMENTATION
Our aim is to investigate the problem of machine transliteration where given a named entity in Hindi using Devanagari script need to be transliterated in English using CRF as a statistical probability tool and n-gram as a features set. The task is to generate a valid English language transliteration for the Hindi language as shown below. figure 3 .
Figure 3. CRF Model Example
System implementation can be divided into two stages as follow:
TRAINING PHASE
Training phase requires two things, one is training data and other is features on which the data is to be trained. Parallel data obtained during syllabification is arranged in the CRF++ required format and then n-gram features are used to train this data.
Following templates are used to train the data for uni-grams, bi-grams and tri-grams. For example, if input from figure 2 is taken into consideration then the training data would look like as follows.
Here, if the first input token is taken into consideration, the output tag for "मा' will depend only on current input which is "मा', whereas for bigram feature U02 is used as template along with U01. In this case the output tag depends not only on current input "मा' but also depends on next input which is "चण'. In case of tri-gram, the output tag for "मा' becomes dependent on both "चण' and 'क' along with "मा'.
Use of bi-gram feature can be elaborated in case of tagging the Hindi akshara "व'. The Hindi akshara "व' can be transliterated as "v", "va", "w", "wa", "o" or "on" depending on the context of input named entity. If a tag "व' occurs at the end of name entity, for example, "राजनं दगाव' (Rājnandgāon) which is place name, then most of the time it is to be tagged with "on" otherwise for personal nouns it is normally tagged as "v" or "va" ("v" in झवर and "va" in वरद). Using same analogy, other such examples can be trained using this feature and proper training data.
For trigram feature, a combination of U01, U02 and U03 is used as feature. Training of this feature can be elaborated using commonly used suffix "नगर" (nagar) in most of the place names. For example, the named entity "कररमनगर" (Karimnagar) which is a place name, the trigram feature "नगर" is used and नगर is tagged as "nagar" whereas in case of "गजपाठीनगरम" (Gajpāthinagaram) which is also a place name, a sequence "नगर" need to be tagged as "nagara". This difference in tagging can be modeled using combination of unigram and bigram features.
TESTING AND PERFORMANCE
To calculate the performance of the proposed approach there was the need of bilingual corpus in Unicode format. There were no source available; hence the bilingual corpus of 7251 named entities is created from web resources and books [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] .
The test data includes personal names, surnames, and city and village names. The following notation are used for the evaluation metrics N: Total number of names in the test set R i : i-th reference name (input) in source language in the test set C i , k : k-th candidate transliteration (output) for i-th name in the test set (1 < k < 7)
Ki: Number of candidate transliterations produced by a transliteration system
The commonly used performance evaluation parameter "word accuracy" denoted by ACC is used to test the performance of our method. It measures correctness of the first transliteration candidate in the candidate list produced by a transliteration system [100]. ACC = 1 means that all top candidates are correct transliterations i.e. they match one of the references, and ACC = 0 means that none of the top candidates are correct [46] .
(4)
The performance ACC using equation (4) for uni-gram, bigram and tri-gram is shown in table 7. Figure 4 shows the comparison based on the n-gram"s size. It is very difficult to provide the comparative statements as no common bilingual corpus is used by others. Our results need not to be compared with the corpus as the records are created by user inputs. 
CONCLUSION
In this approach, we presented machine transliteration of named entities for Hindi-English language pair using CRF as a statistical probability tool and n-gram as feature set. As the CRF calculates the probabilities over the entire input sequences, this approach is very good for the named entities of longer length. We have received very good accuracy 85.79% for the bi-grams of source language Hindi. As this approach is based on statistical probability, the results are always dependent on the training data size. The results for trigram are expected more than the bi-gram as per the literature review carried out by us but it may not have happened due to the inadequacy of training data. It has been observed that CRF is well suited for the Indian languages, as most of the named entities are made up of multiple smaller named entities.
